
 

Science—Living Things and their Habitats 

Subject areas covered: Science, PSHE  

Due to the first national lockdown, we will cover both Y4 and Y5 

objectives in this area of learning.  

As Scientists the children will recognise that all living things can 

be grouped in a variety of ways. We will explore and use  

classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of 

living things in their local and wider environment.  

We will also recognise that environments can change and that 

this can sometimes pose dangers to living things.  

 

Within the Year 5 learning, children will describe the  

differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an 

insect and a bird. We will also describe the life process of  

reproduction in some plants and animals.  

DT 

Bread Making   

Subject areas covered: Design and Technology 

As Designers, we will develop our own design criteria for our 

product, which is aimed at a particular group or individual.  

We will learn how bread products are an important part of a 

balanced diet and can be eaten in different ways.  

We will use annotated sketches to communicate our ideas for 

our final product.  

We will be able to evaluate our finished product.  

Key Information 

Text focus:  Cogheart by Peter Bunzl 

Writing Genres:   

Journey Story 

Instructions  

Maths: Effective Maths  

Useful Apps: 

Timestablerockstars 

PurpleMash 

Class Dojo  

Google Classroom 

 
PE: All Y5 Thursday  

Class 9 and 10—Friday as well 

Reading—please return reading  

records and books to school  

each day.  

Year 5 Summer 2 Curriculum Overview 
School Value— Responsibility  

PSHE—Changing Me  

Subject areas covered: PSHE—Jigsaw 

As Citizens, we will explore different areas of the theme: 

‘Changing Me’.  This will include:  

 Exploring self image and body image 

 Puberty for Boys  

 Puberty for Girls  

 Conception  

 Growing up and responsibilities  

William Morris  

Subject areas covered: Art, History, Geography  

As artists,  we will develop an understanding of printing and 

patterns.  

We will take inspiration from the famous artist, William 

Morris, and plan to imitate a piece of his work in order to  

independently create our own pieces.  

 

 


